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Abstract 
 

Advanced persistent threats (APTs) are constant attacks of specific targets by hackers using 
intelligent methods. All current internal infrastructures are constantly subject to APT attacks 
created by external and unknown malware. Therefore, information security officers require a 
framework that can assess whether information security systems are capable of detecting and 
blocking APT attacks. Furthermore, an on-line evaluation of information security systems is 
required to cope with various malicious code attacks. A regular evaluation of the information 
security system is thus essential. In this paper, we propose a dynamic updated evaluation 
framework to improve the detection rate of internal information systems for malware that is 
unknown to most (over 60 %) existing static information security system evaluation 
methodologies using non-updated unknown malware. 
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1. Introduction 

Most recent hacking attacks use Advance Persistent Threat (APT) with unknown 
vulnerabilities.[3],[22] In addition, the changes and evolution of the attacks are very fast. For 
this reason, the kind of framework to constantly evaluate the latest vulnerabilities  and variant 
malicious codes is needed, rather than to verify detection capability by evaluating(identifying) 
the APT attack identification of information security system against past attacks.. That is, it is 
assumed that the requirement to verify the real function as the information security system in a 
real environment is premised, rather than receiving a license or a certificate. According to the 
study of the recent trends in hacking attacks, Jeong et al. stated that more than 90% of total 
APT attacks use malicious codes from e-mails. [10] Aditya K et al reported that the malicious 
code used here is created only for targets and target sites, and it increases the success rate of 
attacks by using customized malware not known to anyone. [2] For custom malicious code, in 
their articles, W. Liu et al. insist that an action-based attack method is used, [31] while DS, 
Sohn et al. and Lee, K, Lim, J claim that self-generated malware tried for the first time only on 
the specific sites is often used by hackers. [15],[23] 
 

Malicious code is classified into executable and non-executable code. Executable malicious 
code is executable on a specific operating system or multiple operating systems. [10],[11],[23]  
The code attacks with customized files only for a specific site using anti-debugging or packing 
techniques in order to avoid the detection by the information security systems such as a 
vaccine which detects and protects the function in these operating systems. [24] 
Non-executable malicious code is not a direct execution but an indirect execution method, 
which infects targets using a PDF or MS Word document embedded with malicious code when 
it is loaded into a document file , and it uses a compressed file, such as ZIP format to 
attack[7],[31]. This method is widely used by hackers as the attacks are increasingly targeting 
software widely used by country (such as certain compression formats and document editing 
programs that can not be detected by software vaccines from other countries but used only in 
its own country) and it has the disadvantage of having difficulty in developing general 
detection technology because it is in the localization aspect. [6]  

 
In addition, Marco Cova et al. said that these attacks use malicious URLs via DBD (Driveby 

download).[12],[16],[25] Researches on detecting APT malicious code have been based on the 
method for detecting botnets. For instance, AsSadhana and Mourab proposed an efficient 
method to detect the periodic operation of botnet traffic [4]. Dietrich et al. recognized the 
command channels of botnets, such as differences in transmission protocol, message length 
and sequence, and encoding differences of less than 50% within the network traffic and 
reduced the false positive rate by 0% to 1.93%.[5] Stevanovic et al. examined the efficient 
detection of botnets by analyzing three main channels for C&C (Command and Control) and 
traffic attacks.[18] Recently, studies have also been carried out on APT attack detection using 
machine learning.[28]  

 
However, in the meantime, enterprises and government have introduced information 

security systems that have been verified and certified as information protection systems in 
specific certification authories (KISA, TTA etc.) or companies (NSS, Tolly etc.) to detect and 
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defend hacking attacks in general. The latest set of updated APT attacks listed above, represent 
a significant challenge to the existing information security systems in companies and 
organizations. Therefore, it is urgent to establish evaluation criteria for determining whether 
information security systems can clearly detect and block such attacks by reflecting the 
changed trend of the attack. [13],[19],[26],[27]. In this paper, we verify the existing evaluation 
criteria and environments and propose an evaluation framework that can continuously detect 
the newly changed APT attacks. [8],[14],[17],[32],[33] 

This paper is composed as follows. Section 2 analyzes the performance evaluation models 
of existing information security systems and formulates the research questions. Section 3 
proposes an on-line evaluation framework based on shared platforms proposed in this paper. 
Section 4 presents the test results for the system development and commercial malicious codes. 
Finally, section 5 summarizes the test results and describes the directions of future work. 

2. Related Work 
There are various methodologies of testing information security system to test the detection 

or vulnerability of external hacking attacks through a network. Nevertheless, evaluation of the 
information security systems has been accomplished within the detection range of well- 
known cyber-attacks and network performance.  

 
The existing research institutes having methodologies to test information security systems 

include the TTA lab [21], which determines only Pass and Fail based on the required items by 
the certificate requester for the detection and performance evaluation, the Tolly lab [29], 
which measures the accuracy of malicious traffic detection and blocking, and the performance 
of the defenses against bypass attacks, and the Veritest lab, which does not have a specific 
evaluation criteria for APT but has evaluation items for measuring network virus anti-virus 
products, such as external file scan, saved file scan, compressed file scan, DoS viruses, 
Window viruses, file viruses, scripts, variant codes, virus generators, etc., using known 
malicious codes as detection performance measurement samples. These tests do not have the 
APT detection capability verification system itself or passively verify only the contents 
requested by the test examinees. Although, APT-related tests are possible in KISA lab [1], 
[21], ICSA lab [9] and NSS Lab [20] with a more advanced information protection system 
evaluation framework as shown in Fig. 1, in the closed network test based on off-line which is 
one time based on the measurement point, it is impossible to manage the continuous detection 
capability of a new or changed attack in the future due to limitation of physical and human 
resources including the system and frame work. That is, it is impossible to test vulnerabilities 
against unknown APT attacks. 

 
In addition, some labs support the on-line evaluation framework as shown in Fig. 2, but there 

is a high probability of failure of the test due to the environment in which the APT attack 
should be waited for a long time. Even if an APT attack occurs, testers cannot sense undetected 
APT attack.  
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Fig. 1. Off-line Existing Evaluation Framework overview. 

 

 
Fig. 2. On-line Existing Evaluation Framework overview 
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Therefore, a detection validity inventory on APT attacks for information security systems 
should be implemented to be able to test information security assets at all times by sharing 
malicious codes spread by different environments in a distributed network and performing 
attack replay with the detection abilities of the malicious code updated in real time. Table 1 
shows the APT attack test items for each of the information security system testing 
organizations. There is no environment or evaluation framework to satisfy all conditions and 
always test it. In addition, APT attacks that are not even detectable in each test set are being 
generated at this moment. This paper proposes an online evaluation framework in order to 
detect unknown attacks in each detection category. 

 
Table 1. APT detection comparison for international testing laboratories 

APT Attacks TTA KISA Tolly ICSA Veritest NSS 
E-mail APT X O X O X O 
DBD APT X X X O X O 

Messenger APT X X X O X O 
Zeroday X O X X X  

Executable code X O X O O O 
Non-executable code X X X X O O 

Customized code X X X X X X 

3. Proposed Scheme 

3.1 Framework Overview  
Most evaluation models of information security systems mentioned above, focus on 

functional requirements and packet processing capabilities, mainly using well-known attacks 
and malicious code samples collected in the past for intrusion detection capability testing. 
Although these test methodologies are not meaningless, in case of customized malicious code 
used for APT attack, reuse frequency is small or there is almost no similarity, moreover, the 
rebirth cycle of a new variant code is very short. Thus, a regular evaluation of information 
security systems is very important.  
 

In this paper, we propose a framework to collect real-time traffic for the detection of APT 
attacks, identify APT attack source based on the collected, determine whether attacks are 
malicious through static analysis database and dynamic analysis sandbox, and in the case of 
malicious attacks, we generate virtual traffic only for the internal information protection 
system and always verify it (see Fig. 3). And then the results are linked to malicious code 
sharing with the the environment using the same framework, and support updating of 
evaluation models. In addition, in the actual network, internal information security systems are 
configured between the Attack Replayer and the Reflector in Fig. 3 to prevent additional 
problems caused by the transition of traffic attacks to the inside. 
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Fig. 3. On-line Shared Platform Evaluation Framework overview. 

 
 

As shown in Fig. 4, the overall flow and steps to measure APT detection in Shared Platform 
Based On-line Evaluation Framework are as follows: 3.1 collection of link information after 
collecting and normalizing network traffic; 3.2 collection of emails; 3.3 file combination; 3.4 
file collection and MD5 extraction; 3.5 MD5 comparison static analysis; 3.6 sandbox dynamic 
analysis; 3.7 APT attack replay and detection test. Table 2 provides a general description of 
the functions and modules for configuring the processing flow of traffic collected through the 
network interface. 

 
 

Table 2. The List of Function For Shared Platform Based On-line Evaluation Framework 

MAIN: Main pseudo code for branching to each module in Collected Traffic  
LINK_CHK: Link information collection pseudo code 
EMAIL_CHK: E-mail collection pseudo code 
FILE_CHK: Binary file analysis pseudo code 
COMBINE_FILE: File combination pseudo code 
MD5DB: Malicous code MD5 match pseudo code 
DA:  Dynamic analysis pseudo code 
AR:  Attack replayer pseudo code 
K : Data buffer generated in traffic 
Dk: DATA 
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Fig. 4. Proposed Framework Overview  

 
 

Table 3 shows the main function for collecting, analyzing, and replaying APT attacks in 
Shared Platform Based On-line Evaluation Framework. This function calls up the data buffer 
created by traffic through the network interface and branches to each collection function up to 
3-8 times and ends. 
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Table 3. The Main Function For Shared Platform Based On-line Evaluation Framework 

pseudo code MAIN() 
1. for k = 1 to K do 
2. Get Dk 
3. if Dk contain Link then 
4.  move to LINK_CHK(); 
5. else if Dk contain Email then 
6.  move to EMAIL_CHK(); 
7. else if Dk contain File then 
8.  move to FILE_CHK(); 
9. else 
10  end{if} 
11. end{for} 

 
The collection of malicious codes in Shared Platform Based On-line Evaluation Framework is 
the key element in recognizing unknown APT attacks. It identifies whether codes are 
malicious by examining malicious links, emails, and files in the normalized traffic. 

The first step 3.1 link information collection(Fig. 4) is the section for (2) crawling and 
tracing (1) when there is a link information in the data body branched from the buffer  and (3) 
after downloading the file, (4) branching to the file combination function. When tracking the 
link information, it is necessary to re-extract the link from the webpage used as URL. In this 
case, Crawling and Tracer are used to trace the last link after the URI combination, and, if the 
file exists, the executable or non-executable file is downloaded using the downloader (see 
Table 4). 

 
Table  4. Link Info Collector 

pseudo code LINK_CHK() 
1. foreach data ≠ empty do 
2.  res1 <- Crawler and Tracer; 
3. res2 <- Downloader(res1); 
4.      COMBINE_FILE(res2); 
 
Table 5 is 3.2 E-mail collection part, which extracts (2) attachment files and links if there is 

an email form in the data body branched from the buffer. (3) If the link exits, (4 )it branches to 
the LINK_CHK() function, and, if not, it branches (6) to the file combination function. 

 
Table  5.  Email Collector 

pseudo code EMAIL_CHK()  
1. foreach data ≠ empty do 
2.  res <- Extract Attachment 
3.      if res contain Link then 
4.              move to LINK_CHK(); 
5.      else 
6. COMBINE_FILE(res); 
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Table 6 shows 3.3 file combination step, which combines files as the result of branching 
from the e-mail collection function and the link information collection function, and branches 
to the binary file analysis function. 

 
Table  6.  File Combination. 

pseudo code COMBINE_FILE()  
1. foreach data ≠ empty do 
2. res <- combine files; 
3. FILE_CHK(res); 
 
Table 7 shows 3.4 file collection and MD5 extraction step. If the file extracted from the 

buffered data is executable, (2) extracts MD5 from the executable malicious code collector 
and (4) branches to the MD5DB function. If not (6), after extracting the script, the document 
file and the compressed file from the non-executable malicious code collector, (7) they are 
checked for links. If the link exists, (8) branches to the LINK_CHK() function; otherwise, 
after extracting MD5 (10) branches to the MD5DB function. 

 
Table  7. File Collector & MD5 Extraction 

pseudo code FILE_CHK()  
1. foreach data ≠ empty do 
2. if a file is binary then 
3.  res <- Extract MD5; 
4.  move to MD5DB(res); 
5. else 
6.  res <- Extract Script, Document, Compressed file; 
7.              if res contain Link then 
8.                     move to LINK_CHK(); 
9.              else 
10.                    res_md5 <- Extract MD5, res 
10.                    move to MD5DB(res_md5); 
11.             end{if} 
12. end{if} 
 
Table 8 shows 3.5 MD5 comparison static analysis step. If the MD5 extracted from the 

binary file analysis function as the executable and non-malicious malicious code, matches the 
Malware MD5, (2) the process ends. Otherwise, (4) it branches to the sandbox dynamic 
analysis function, and determines whether it is malicious or not.  

 
Table  8. MD5 Comparison Static Analysis 

pseudo code MD5DB() 
1. if a MD5 matching Malware Database 
2. end{if} 
3. else 
4. DA(res);   
5. end{if} 
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Table 9 shows the sandbox dynamic analysis stage of the file that has not been analyzed 
through the static analysis step. MD5, which has not been identified as a malicious code in the 
MD5DB function, is determined whether it is malicious through the sandbox dynamic 
analyzer. If it is malicious, (3) it branches to the attack regenerator function; otherwise, (5) the 
process ends. 

 
Table  9. Sandbox Dynamic Analysis 

pseudo code DA()  
1. foreach file ≠ empty do 
2. if file is Malware then 
3.  AR(); 
4. else 
5.  end{if} 
6.       end{if} 
 
If a file is identified as malicious through the analysis process described above, the virtual 

traffic is simulated in the regenerator and reflector section to determine whether the 
information security system is detected without affecting the internal network of the actual 
environment in use. Table 10 reproduces the APT attack against the test environment with the 
internal information security system if it is determined to be malicious in the sandbox dynamic 
analysis function.  

 

Table  10. Attack Replayer and Reflector 

pseudo code AR()  
Description.  
1. foreach file ≠ empty do 
2. firewall_chk; 
3. ips_chk; 
4. waf_chk; 
5. etc_chk; 
6.      return Reflector; 

4. Experimental Results 

4.1 Experimental Environment 
The core of this study is to propose countermeasures against hackers’ unknown attacks in 

advance because if a single attack is successful, there will be serious information leakage, data 
corruption, and system failure on the victim’s internal systems given the nature of the APT 
attack. In other words, our specific goal is to build a database using the proposed Evaluation 
Framework by analyzing APT attacks on its own, and to set up a preventive system to conduct 
simulated attacks through the built database. This is not just a one-time verification of the 
information security systems they will introduce simply through the existing test labs (NSS, 
Tolly, ICSA etc.) [9],[20],[29], but it is to prove the effectiveness of the real-time APT 
advance response of information security systems through the constant Evaluation 
Framework.  
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The offline and online environment configurations of the constant evaluation framework for 
attacking and detecting APT are as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The difference between the two 
frameworks is the presence of the mutual updating function through the online Malicious 
MD5 DB. Information security systems, such as firewalls, intrusion prevention systems (IPS), 
and the APT prevention system, which are commonly tested for APT detection are installed in 
a series or in parallel in the gray boxes. 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed Offline Evaluation Framework 

 
Fig. 6. Proposed Online Evaluation Framework 
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The information security systems for measuring the detection when the Evaluation 
Framework replays APT attacks are shown in Table 11. All test devices are equipped with the 
attack detection function of application layer. 
 

Table 11. Information Security Devices for Testing 

 Name 
A mounts of 

Signature 
Specification 

F/W Sniper AF 4000+∝ NextGenerationFW(FW+VPN+IPS Modules) 

IPS Sniper IPS 3500+∝ Intrusion Prevention System 

ATP Sniper APTX Flexible Sandbox based Anti-APT System 

4.1 Experimental Results 
This chapter proves the efficiency of the APT advance response of the proposed Evaluation 

Framework. The definition of proactive response is that the proposed framework detects the 
APT attacks in traffic flowing in the network, builds a database in the framework, based on 
this, it conducts simulated attacks on the information protection systems existing in the 
framework, and constantly checks for APT detection. To this end, [30] traffic including 
malicious code was collected from the commercial environment and Virustotal site from 2015 
to 2017. The collected malicious codes were classified as well-known attacks if they were 
detected by an antivirus software and as APT attacks if they were not. A total of 3,000 samples 
of network traffic were divided into seven categories according to the attack characteristics. In 
order to test as much as in the actual environment, the traffic including well-known attacks 
was mixed with the traffic including APT attacks and used within the Evaluation Framework 
to attack. Seven APT attack categories and the distribution of malicious code samples by year 
are shown in Table 12. 
 

Table 12. Malware sample distribution by year and Attack category 
Category for APT Attacks 2015 2016 2017 

1.E-mail APT 
Well-known 140 140 140 

APT 10 10 10 

2.DBD APT 
Well-known 140 140 140 

APT 10 10 10 

3.Messenger APT 
Well-known 140 140 140 

APT 10 10 10 

4.Zeroday 
Well-known 40 40 40 

APT 10 10 10 

5.Executable code 
Well-known 270 270 270 

APT 30 30 30 

6.Non-executable code 
Well-known 90 90 90 

APT 10 10 10 

7.Customized code 
Well-known 90 90 90 

APT 10 10 10 

Sum 1000 1000 1000 
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In order to test the effectiveness of proactive response of the proposed Evaluation 
Framework, A and B in Fig. 7 are connected online, and C is configured offline. And then, the 
3,000 types of malicious network traffics were passed through to discriminate the traffic where 
Evaluation Framework is flowing and test whether the framework could build a database with 
APT attacks. The attack is in the following order: A-> B-> C network, and was performed only 
once due to the nature of APT attacks. If more than two tests are performed, the proactive 
response effectiveness of the proposed system will affect reliability by the Self-Learning 
function of the proposed system itself. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Proposed Evaluation Framework 

 
Table 13. Detection Rate of Proposed Online Vs Offline Evaluation Framework 

Category for APT Attacks 

Online Offline 

A B C 

‘15 ‘16 ‘17 ‘15 ‘16 ‘17 ‘15 ‘16 ‘17 

1.E-mail APT 
Well-known 88% 94% 82% 100% 100% 100% 88% 94% 82% 

APT 92% 90% 90% 100% 100% 100% 92% 90% 90% 

2.DBD APT 
Well-known 92% 92% 92% 100% 100% 100% 92% 92% 92% 

APT 90% 94% 92% 100% 100% 100% 90% 94% 92% 

3.Messenger APT 
Well-known 87% 94% 84% 100% 100% 100% 87% 94% 84% 

APT 88% 96% 84% 100% 100% 100% 88% 96% 84% 

4.Zeroday 
Well-known 74% 98% 80% 100% 100% 100% 74% 98% 80% 

APT 76% 74% 74% 100% 100% 100% 76% 74% 74% 

5.Executable code 
Well-known 88% 92% 80% 100% 100% 100% 88% 92% 80% 

APT 94% 98% 84% 100% 100% 100% 94% 98% 84% 

6.Non-executable 

code 

Well-known 89% 92% 82% 100% 100% 100% 89% 92% 82% 

APT 96% 96% 96% 100% 100% 100% 96% 96% 96% 
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7.Customized code 
Well-known 98% 96% 88% 100% 100% 100% 98% 96% 88% 

APT 94% 96% 96% 100% 100% 100% 94% 96% 96% 

Sum 
Well-known 88% 94% 84% 100% 100% 100% 88% 94% 84% 

APT 90% 92% 88% 100% 100% 100% 90% 92% 88% 

 
As shown in Table 13, in the case of E-mail APT attacks, which is the mainstream of APT 
attacks, [10] it was possible to detect 92% of the attacks in 2015 for A configuration, 90% in 
2016, and 90% in 2017. However, for B configuration connected online, 100% detection rate 
was possible by updating according to the detection results of A configuration. 

The comparison of these figures states that in the evaluation framework A, the average 91% 
of E-mail APT attacks can be simulated on internal information security systems; 9% of actual 
hacker attacks using E-mail cannot be performed as an audit function for the detection of the 
internal information security systems. For the case of APT attacks, as described in the previous 
section, a single successful attack causes problems, such as serious information leakage, data 
corruption, and system failure on the victim’s internal system. The administrators should 
assume 9% risk rate of the attack success. 
  

 
Fig. 8. Detection rate for the APT attack category 

 
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 8, Zeroday APT attacks,which shows the lowest detection rate, 

can be detected by 76% from 2015, 74% from 2016, and 74% from 2017. This means the 
administrators should take an attack succes risk of more than 25%. This implies that one of 
every four hacking attacks will be absolutely successful. This is fatal for internal systems.  

By contrast, all Zeroday APT attacks were 100% detectable for B configuration connected 
online. That is, the effectiveness of proactive response increased perfectly by 25%, from 75% 
to 100% through the proposed Evaluation Framework. This demonstrates that the 
effectiveness of proactive response is perfect, as it does not allow even 1% of Zeroday APT 
attacks. The results of the analysis for configurations A and C are the same, and that is because 
they did not receive the information update.  
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Although A configuration was configured online, it was attacked first according to the test 
environment. Thus, it can be considered the same as C configuration. This means that for APT 
attacks, the proposed Evaluation Framework is also very effective in patching information 
security systems only with the updates and tests through an online shared platform. 

 
Fig. 9. Proposed evaluation framework Vs Existing evaluation framework 

 
Table 14. Detection rate of the proposed online vs. existing evaluation framework 

Category for APT Attacks 

Proposed Existing(NSS,KISA) 

A B C 

‘15 ‘16 ‘17 ‘15 ‘16 ‘17 ‘15 ‘16 ‘17 

1.E-mail APT 
Well-known 88% 94% 82% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 92% 90% 90% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

2.DBD APT 
Well-known 92% 92% 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 90% 94% 92% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

3.Messenger APT 
Well-known 87% 94% 84% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 88% 96% 84% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

4.Zeroday 
Well-known 74% 98% 80% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 76% 74% 74% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

5.Executable code 
Well-known 88% 92% 80% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 94% 98% 84% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

6.Non-executable 

code 

Well-known 89% 92% 82% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 96% 96% 96% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

7.Customized code 
Well-known 98% 96% 88% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 94% 96% 96% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

Sum 
Well-known 88% 94% 84% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

APT 90% 92% 88% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
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In order to compare the advance response effectiveness of the the existing Evaluation 
Framework used in proposed Evaluation Framework, NSS lab or KISA, A and B are 
connected online, and C is configured offline as shown in Fig. 9. After that, flowing traffic 
was discriminated and tested to determine if it is possible to build database with APT attack. 
The existing evaluation framework does not have the function to analyze traffic, so direct 
comparison is difficult. Thus, the attack was manually forced to be performed to compare risk 
management figures. Well-known attacks are 100% detectable in both the proposed evaluation 
framework B and the existing evaluation framework C as shown in Table 14. However, since 
there is no APT identification function in C, 0% for the detection is shown. When comparing 
the attack results of B and those of C, 100% for the known attacks of B is auto-identified, and 
100% for the known attacks of C is arbitrarily identified for testing. As such, this study has 
greatly contributed to identify unknown attacks related to APT and support risk management 
compared to the existing assessment frame work, like detection differences in Fig 10. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Detection rate for Proposed evaluation framework vs. Existing evaluation framework 

5. Contribution 
In this paper, we use a dynamic on-line evaluation framework and try to give contributions in 

improving the detection rate of information security systems against more than 60 % of 
unknown hacking attacks and malwares compared to the static evaluation methodologies 
using the existing non-updated vulnerability information. Actual malicious code traffic was 
used to verify the validity of this model, and the accuracy of the demonstration was increased 
by dividing attack types into seven groups. 
This research greatly contributes two things to BCP (Business continuity planning) for the 

survival of enterprises and organizations. First, it supports risk management for enterprise 
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survival by suggesting the measures to manage the efficiency of proactive response to external 
APT hacking attacks and presenting the threat index for various types of APT attacks to 
management. 
Second, it can be a tool to audit information protection capabilities of the information 

security systems that are planned to be purchased or already purchased. It presents 
administrators or management with indicators to assess the efficiency and sustainability of 
investment in expensive information security systems. This means that this study replaces 
periodic auditing or supervisory frameworks to check whether proper information protection 
measures are in place to ensure that businesses continue their business. 

6. Conclusions 
A number of cyber-infringement accidents is constantly occurring nowadays. Given the 

nature of APT attacks, the success of just one attack causes problems, such as serious 
information leakage, data corruption, and system failure on the victim’s internal system. 
Therefore, we propose the effectiveness of proactive responses to prevent unknown attacks by 
hackers in advance. In this paper, a one-time and passive malicious code evaluation test 
framework, which is specialized in APT detection tests and used in the existing research 
institutes, was improved and a regular evaluation framework was proposed. The results of 
testing 3,000 malicious codes demonstrated that the proposed model greatly enhanced the 
reliability level and increased the effectiveness of proactive response compared to the existing 
one. 
Among the malicious codes appearing at the rate of 1 million per day around the world, APT 

attacks are mainly unknown attacks. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to identify whether a 
specific packet is related to APT attacks and most packets are not detected. Still, the proposed 
model shares the packet, and enables a quick identification of unknown attacks, which can be 
an important key to the quick response to APT attacks. Due to this, the proposed framework 
can improve the detection capability and security of network security devices. 
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